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A layperson’s view of climate change in Ireland in 2050



Based on ICHEC’s analysis of large volumes of data on Kay

Who or what is ICHEC ?



Irish Centre for High-End Computing


Established in the National University of Ireland (NUI) Galway in 2005, to deliver
complex compute solutions in partnership with Irish Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs), enterprises and the public service on behalf of the Irish State.



Employs 40+ staff, over 80% of who are computer scientists



ICHEC supports researchers to bring new solutions to the complex scientific and
social challenges of today, provides essential data analysis to Public Service Bodies
and supports SMEs through optimising data challenges.

Who or what is Kay ?


ICHEC is the EuroHPC Competence Centre for
Ireland and it manages the national High
Performance Computer (HPC) – Kay.


Installed in 2018, Kay is a Supercomputer
consisting of:
 Cores:

15334

 Memory:

78 TiB

 Storage:

1.1PiB

Based in Waterford Institute of Technology
In 2020 ICHEC was commissioned by the Irish
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to perform
this task in conjunction with Met Eireann and the
Irish Marine Institute to inform national climate
policy

Kay was named after an Irish-American Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) programmer,
Kathleen Antonelli – one of the first female Computer
Programmers
ENIAC was the very first ever programmable, electronic,
general-purpose digital computer – 1945 (U.S. Army)
Kathleen’s (Kay) maiden name was McNulty. She was
born in County Donegal. Ireland in 1921. Her family
emigrated to the USA in 1924.

Kay in 1945 and Kay in 2020

ENIAC in 1945

Kay in 2020

Ireland’s climate today:


The climate of Ireland is mild, humid and changeable with
abundant rainfall and a lack of temperature extremes.
Ireland's climate is defined as a temperate oceanic climate,



The dominant influence on Ireland’s climate is the Atlantic
Ocean. Consequently, Ireland does not suffer from the
extremes of temperature experienced by many other countries
at similar latitude. The warm North Atlantic Drift has a marked
influence on sea temperatures. This maritime influence is
strongest near the Atlantic coasts and decreases with distance
inland. The hills and mountains, many of which are near the
coasts, provide shelter from strong winds and from the direct
oceanic influence. Winters tend to be cool and windy, while
summers, when the depression track is further north and
depressions less deep, are mostly mild and less windy.

(source: https://www.met.ie/climate/climate-of-ireland (October
2020)

The prediction:
Ireland 2050



Climate set to rise by 1.6 degrees leading to “enhanced warming”

in the east – floods and changed coastline


Extreme weather events across the whole country



Growing season extended by 45 days a year


The positive = greater diversification of crop production



The negative = increases threat of pests and wetter winters will hamper farm activity



Projected 50% reduction in the number of frost and icey days per year



Greater variation of climate between regions, with the South East becoming more vulnerable to heatwaves



Much more rain but at the same time more drier spells also

Use of HPC compared to traditional methods




Traditional:


Laborious and time consuming



Limiting



Prone to error



Broad comparisons in most instances only possible to any degree of accuracy

HPC:


Much more data from various sources can be processed



Many, many iterations and reiterations can be made



“What if scenarios” ad nauseum



Generate “higher resolution” of evaluation



Much more accurate, because of the amount of data sources and iterations

Relevance of predictions:


2050 is only 30 years from now



30 Years ago what did we know ?
 What

did we know or not know in 1990 ?

In 1990


What we now call the Information Age was merely an emerging concept




In 1990 we really did not understand what this really meant - paperless office, EDI, and so on

The World Wide Web (www) was in embryonic stages of development


nobody knew how powerful this was going to be



Google, Amazon, Facebook, Linked-in, Zoom, WhatsApp, and so on did not exist



Smart phones did not exist



“Social media” – was a page in national newspapers or big glossy magazines informing us
about “well-to-do” gatherings and happenings



The world was fully reliant on oil, gas and other scarce natural resources





What was renewable energies ?



What was the circular economy ?

Less data available to manage


The amount of data available today is almost immobilising

The value of predictions:


If we knew then what we know now …………………….



The purpose of the ICHEC climate predictions


inform national climate policy



Policies and contingency planning can be put in place



Emergency scenarios can be developed and rehearsed



Relevant cohorts of stakeholders can collaborate to “coordinate responses” and/or take
advantage of the changes



We can be ready – it is not all dome and gloom

Unfortunately………….


Even when faced with clear scientific evidence, analysis and facts, many
people have a tendency to believe “their own evidence – or non-evidence”



Ceteris Paribus - "with other things remaining the same"




In economic and financial models, ceteris paribus is a shorthand indicating that
the model holds true if other market forces do not intervene. One often finds
"ceteris paribus" in simple models and in simplifications of complex models.

GIGO


The predictions are only as good as the data they are based on

However……………..


High Performance Computing (HPC) provides us with greater
degrees of accuracy and confidence about predictions



Using HPC means one can draw on vast amounts of data and
almost endless variety of sources



The predictions are no longer “static” – they can be iterative
every-improving processes

Let’s use data carefully and sensibly to
advance inclusive, integrative socioeconomic development

Thank you

